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The spectrum of activation energy of traps in undoped LiF crystals
has been studied in detail by the method of thermoluminescence
(TL) in the temperature range 80500 K. The parameters of traps
which are responsible for an intense complicated TL peak at 141 K
have been studied in Part I. In this part, the energy spectrum of
traps responsible for TL peaks in a higher-temperature range 150
450 K has been studied using the method of fractional curves. The
activation energies of traps were found to form an oscillatorlike series En = ~!TL n, with ~!TL = 0:1617 eV (1304 cm 1 ).
However, contrary to other crystals studied earlier, n can be both
integer and half-integer. A possible origin of this regularity has
been proposed. Basing upon the estimation of the statistical sum of
oscillator states, a conclusion has been drawn that TL in LiF occurs
through the tunneling of charge carriers from the excited vibration
levels of traps to the excited states of luminescence centers. In this
case, the trap activation energy is a multiple to the number of
vibration quanta. But if the band mechanism is responsible for
delivering a charge to the recombination center, the activation
energy is described by the noticed oscillator formula with halfinteger n's. This situation takes place in the case of destroying
Vk -centers in LiF, as well as in all crystals studied by us earlier.
Contrary to the Raman spectra of other crystals with complex
lattices which were studied by us earlier, the corresponding Raman
line ~!RS = ~!TL was found neither in the LiF spectra nor in
the spectra of other alkali halides (NaCl and KCl). Basing upon
the correlation between the values of ~!TL in LiF, NaCl, and
KCl and the corresponding anion masses, we have suggested that
this frequency corresponds to a local vibration mode of the halide
molecule X2 .

can be fitted by the oscillator-like regularity

E



=

~!TL n +

where

n

1



2

;

(1)

is an integer. Depending on the material, one

2 3

3 5 12 )

(e.g., in AL O ) to five (in Y Al O

series of lines

were observed, with a relevant value of the vibrational
quantum energy

~!TL

corresponding to each of them.

Most of those values coincide with the energies of
separate high-energy lines in the basic Raman spectrum
of the first order (

~!TL

=

~!RSI ),

while the others

correspond to the energies of additional lines with low
intensities which are not predicted by the theoretical
group analysis (Raman lines of the second order, local
modes, and lines prohibited to appear in Raman spectra
by selection rules).
We became interested in the question whether a
similar regularity exists for crystal structures with a
simple cubic lattice, where vibration modes, being active
in Raman spectra, are absent. The classical examples of
such structures are alkali halide crystals (AHCs). Our
research of NaCl crystals [7, 8] revealed the oscillatorlike

regularity

quantum

(1)

energy

for

~!NaCl

them

=

with

the

0:112 eV

vibrational
(904 cm

1)

which considerably exceeds the energy of the single
fundamental optical mode (162 cm

1 ),

being active in

IR absorption; this means that this value corresponds to
1.

a certain local vibration mode.

Introduction

LiF crystals were selected as the next objects to be
While investigating the energy spectra of traps in various

searched for the oscillator-like regularity. Ions Li

crystals (Ba NaNb O

F

2
5 15
3
3 5 12
4 [4], CdWO4 [5], Al2 O3 [6], etc.), we have found
[1], CsCdCl

[2], Y Al O

[3],

+

and

have considerably smaller masses as compared to

+ and Cl

ZnWO

those of ions Na

that the energies of thermal activation of traps in them

in LiF was expected to be substantially higher. The
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Fig. 1. Examination TL curves of LiF (see explanations in the
text)
parameters of traps in LiF, which are responsible for the

Fig. 2. Fractional glowing of TL peaks at T
363 ( ), and 381 and 434 K ( )
b

complex TL maximum at 141 K, were studied in the

= 249

( ), 330 and
a

c

n, contrary to the substances studied by us earlier,

previous work [9]. These are quoted in the four top lines

where

of the table. In this work, we studied the energy spectra

can accept both half-integer and integer values. Below,

of traps which are responsible for the TL peaks in the

we propose a probable mechanism of such a regularity.

range 200500 K. It turned out that the values of the
trap energies in LiF satisfy the regularity which can be
described by the generalized formula

E

=

~!n;

2.

Equipment and Specimens

(2)

The studies were carried on in the temperature interval

Parameters of the TL spectrum lines of LiF: n is the
quantum number, E exp  experimental energy value,
Ecalc  energy calculated by formula (2), Tm  the
temperature of the peak maximum, p0  the frequency
factor

200500 K, using the undoped LiF crystal that had been

n

1.5
2
2.5
3
5
6
7
7
8
9.5
10
10.5
11
12
13
13.5
14
1126

Eexp ; eV

Tm , K

p0 ;

s 1

Our data
0.250.01
113
31099
0.3230.003
146
510
0.4040.001
141
1.31013
0.480.005
165
1.9101313
0.8150.001
249
910
0.9680.007
330
1.21013
1.1350.003
360
2.3101313
1.1380.003
381
210
1.2920.006
434
1.71013
Data of work [14]
1.530
443
1.611
483
1.695
508
1.792
533
1.962
558
2.095
558
2.186
618
2.272
643

Ecalc , eV

0.243
0.324
0.405
0.486
0.810
0.972
1.134
1.134
1.297
1.539
1.620
1.701
1.782
1.944
2.106
2.187
2.268

used earlier for studying TL in the range 80200 K [9].
Specimens were excited by X-ray radiation (BSV-2, W,
30 kV, 10 mA). The rate of their heating was 0.2 K/s.
The linear growth of temperature and the data recording
were controlled by a computer program.
The trap energies were determined by the fractional
curve method. The experimental procedures and the
method of data treatment were considered in detail in
our previous works [58]. We did not use dosimetricgrade material LiF:Mg:Ti (TLD-100), because we had
been
a

convinced

significant

by

many

examples

concentration

1018

cm

3.

Experimental Results

of

that,

impurities

provided

In Fig. 1, curve

a

17

(10

3 ), the trap energies cease to be discrete.

displays the TL spectrum of the

researched specimen without previous heat treatment.
Curve
at 400

bÆ

obtained for the specimen previously annealed

C for 1 h and then rapidly cooled down to and

excited at 20

ÆC

contains a maximum at 434 K which
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was absent on the unannealed specimen. An increase

narrower for it: 0.765 [11], 0.74 [12], and 0.590.82 eV

of the intensity of separate maxima after the specimen

[10], depending on the method applied. The value of

having been treated thermally was used to enhance the

0.815 eV obtained by us exceeds those results to some

sensitivity of fractional TL.

extent owing to the account made for the background.

The results of calculating the energies from the

The TL peaks in the range 300500 K overlap one

fractional data are shown in Fig. 2. They are presented as

another rather essentially, and their intensities depend

the plots of the energy values versus the serial number of

on the temperature prehistory of the specimen. These

the fractional curve. The activation energies

were

circumstances, together with various rates of heating

determined as the ordinates of the shoulders of those

applied by researchers, make the identification more

dependences (not all of them are depicted). The values

complicated. In work [25], the estimation of the energy

of

Eexp ,

the temperatures of the maxima

p0

frequency factors

Eexp

Tm ,

and the

are quoted in the table. The error

m

gave the values of 0.22 (T

m

368 K), and 0.4 eV (T

= 340 K), 0.69 (T

m

=

= 398 K). Much closer to

was estimated as the mean-square deviation of fractional

ours are the results obtained in work [13]: 1.18 (374 K),

energies on a shoulder.

1.23 (390 K), and 1.56 eV (423 K). Taking into account

The registration of the peak at 249 K, as well as

the results obtained earlier [18], we may assert that

that of the peak at 141 K [9], was accompanied by

the validity of the oscillator-like regularity for LiF is

a background glowing, the intensity of which faded

an additional evidence for the reliability of the results

with increase in the number of the fractional curve

obtained by us.

and disappeared in the last curves. In order to obtain

The data presented in the bottom section of the table

correct values for the fractional energies, the background

were taken from work [14], where the TL of LiF (TLD-

was excluded by subtracting the identical values from

100) has been studied in detail within the temperature

the experimental intensities. The routine was stopped

interval 300650 K using the monochromatic light with

after

deviation

the energy of quanta of 3.01 eV and, in less details,

of the experimental intensities from the straight-line

using the additional low-intensity bands of emission

The procedure of

of 2.90- and 2.71-eV quanta. In work [14], the trap

excluding the background was described in detail in

parameters were determined by the method of the best

works

fitting of experimental TL curves using a computer.

achieving

the

= ln I0

dependence ln I
[7, 8].

minimal

In

mean-square

E=kT .

higher-temperature

peaks,

the

TL

The table data are the averaged energy values obtained

background is absent.
All the experimental energies agree well with the

Ecalc in
(0:1617 

generalized oscillator formula (2) (see column
the Table) for the quantum energy

0:0004) eV (1304 cm

1 ).

The

appeared to be a multiple of

113 K (n

~!TL ,

=

energies in

LiF

except that for the

Vk -center) which corresponds to the
n = 2:5 and, probably, for the peak at

peak at 141 K (a
fractional value

~!TL

trap

 1:5).

The literature data concerning the trap energies in
LiF are rather ambiguous. For example, in work [10], the

in work [14] for different doses of

-radiation at the

operating emission band of 3.01 eV. These values also
obey oscillator-like dependence (2), and the frequency

~! = (0:162  0:001) eV determined from them coincides
with the frequency obtained by us.

The fourth column of the table contains values of
the frequency factor

p0 .

Five of them are practically

hp0 i = 1:5  1013 s 1 is close
to the frequency of a vibration quantum: hp0 i = 0:5TL
13 s 1 . The dependence of the energy
and TL = 2:94  10
identical. The average value

energy of the peak at 141 K estimated by five different

on the temperature of the peak maximum is represented

methods changes within the interval 0.1430.226 eV. In

in Fig. 3. The straight line is drawn through the points

work [11], the energy value deduced from the shape of

which correspond to identical values of the frequency

the TL curve amounts to 0.276 eV, and to 0.434 eV if

factor. The equation of this line is

calculated from the initial slope. The nearest to ours are

E

the results of work [12], where the energy of the basic

= 34kT

m:

(3)

E

= 0:815 eV, does not

peak is 0.36 eV, and of the next one 0.32 eV. A significant

The TL peak at 249 K, with

discrepancy of energy values, which depends on the

satisfy dependence (3). The calculation of its energy by

method of their definition and on a specific specimen,

formula (3) gives 0.73 eV, which corresponds to the value

is brought about first of all by ignoring the intense

E

background and the fact that the peak is not elementary.

Concerning the TL peak at 113 K which also drops

The TL peak at 249 K is elementary and rather solitary.

out of this dependence, we have, according to Eq. (3),

Therefore, the dispersion of energies is considerably
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E

= 0:729 eV calculated by Eq. (2) where

= 0:33 eV, i.e.

n

= 5:5.

n = 2.
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Fig. 3. Dependence of the energies of TL peaks on the temperature
of the peak maximum
4.

Fig. 4. The model of a polaron trap:  charge transition into
the polaron band,  tunneling onto a luminescence center
1

Discussion of Results

2

4.1. The Polaron Model of Traps
On the basis of the results obtained earlier [18], we

In an ionic crystal, owing to the local polarization of

suggested the model, according to which a filled trap is

its lattice, a polaron (i.e. a charge with local polarization)

interpreted as a polaron, either self-trapped or stabilized

moves stochastically by means of thermally induced

by the local field of an intrinsic defect or an impurity.

hopping in the field of a stabilizing center; therefore, the

Really, the equidistant positions of energies evidence

system is not described by atomic levels. For example,

for the elastic character of interaction, which can be

in an AHC, a hole in the relaxed state has a two-center

~!RS ,

localization, so that it can be regarded as a monovalent

there appear the modes in the energy spectrum of

haloid molecule X

traps which belong to the set of internal vibrations of

in the molecule, and the transitions between them are

quasimolecular complexes, being the structural elements

observed in optical absorption and emission spectra

of rather complicated lattices of the crystals under

[16, 17]. For thermally activated processes, crucial are

study. In the case where

the variations just in the ionic subsystem, which can

provided only by the crystal lattice. If

~!TL

vibrational mode reveals itself.

~!TL

=

6= ~!RSI (NaCl), a local

2 . There is a system of electron levels

2

be imagined as a motion of the molecule X

in the

must

field of some defect which is the stabilizing center of a

distinguish between optically and thermally induced

polaron. Therefore, the polaron trap can be presented as

processes and describe each of them in the framework

a potential well filled with equidistant vibrational levels

of different models. In the Lax cascade model [15],

(see Fig. 4). The depth of the potential well, i.e. the

both the processes are considered running in the same

number of the vibrational level

system of electron levels, because the model is based

can escape thermally, is defined by the nature of the

upon the hydrogen-like model for a defect in a covalent

defect that traps the hole.

When

dealing

with

a

polaron

state,

one

crystal, where the influence of the lattice is taken into

n, from which the charge

There are two possible mechanisms of transportation

account at a macroscopic level, namely, by introducing

of

the dielectric permittivity function. Optical transitions

luminescence. First, it is the classical band mechanism

occur

the

allowed

combinations

of

thermally

escaped

charge

to

the

center

of

energy

which takes place in crystals, where polarons do not form

levels, and thermally activated processes govern the

self-trapped states [16]. Here, the energy of thermal

quasiequilibrium population of the levels according to

activation of a trap is defined by the vibrational level,

the Boltzmann distribution.

from which a charge transits into the polaron band

1128

between

a
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(transition

1

in Fig. 4). Secondly, in alkaline halide

and many oxide crystals, the relaxed hole polarons are
capable of self-trapping. In this case, a thermally excited
charge can tunnel into the next equivalent position
in the lattice, provided that there is a corresponding
configuration of the ionic environment there, induced by
a thermal motion [18]. If the center of luminescence is
located near the trap, the tunneling of the excited charge
immediately into the excited state of the luminescence

2

center becomes possible (transition

).

Let us consider the influence of those mechanisms on
the TL kinetics. The energy states of polaron traps of one
type with the concentration
(1). The quantum number

m are described by formula
n = N corresponds to the

PN

energy level, from which the charge escapes from the

m

trap. Independent oscillators,

=

n=0 mn

in total,

make up a quantum ensemble that is in quasiequilibrium
with a thermostat  the crystal lattice. The probability
of

filling

the

state

n

=

N

is

determined

by

the

Boltzmann distribution

wN

mN
m

=

gN

Here,
and

=

gN
S

exp [

~! (N

+ 1/2)/kT ]:

(4)

N -th

is the degeneration degree of the

level

S is the statistical sum which is determined from the

condition of the probability normalization to unity. The
intensity of the TL peak is proportional to the rate of
reduction of the filled trap concentration,

/

I

i.e. to the rate of charge transitions from the

dm=dt,
N -th level

into the band or onto the center of luminescence:

dm
dt

AN

(5)



;

(8)

i.e. it describes TL with the energy of activation multiple
of

~!

and with the frequency factor

If the

band mechanism

is

in

p0

=

AN .

action, then

it is

necessary to take into account the hybridization of band
states when calculating the statistical sum. First of
all, this concerns the level

n

=

N,

from which the

charge escapes into the band. Making allowance for the
band-assisted character of the process, one can admit

 1022, whereas gn<N  1. The statistical sum now

gN

contains two components:

S

=

Sosc + Sband , where Sosc
n = 0 : : : N 1. Since

is determined by formula (7) with

gN

 1, the band component should exceed considerably
S  Sband . Thus, the quantity S

the oscillator one, i.e.

does not include multiplier (7), and TL is described by
the expression

dm
dt

AN gN
m exp
S

=





~! (N + 1/2)
:
kT

(9)

The frequency factor is described, in the case of the band
mechanism, by the the formula

p0

=

AN gN /S:

Thus, the charges that thermally escape from traps with
the energy multiple of (8) are tunneling, without passing

a result

of

environment
temperature

which

has

been

fluctuations

and

created

as

reach the

center of luminescence after several similar hops; or
they tunnel immediately into the excited state of a

level. Taking into account Eq. (4), we obtain the

recombination center, if there is any one about. If the
trap energy corresponds to a half-integer value of the

=

AN gN
S

quantum number (9), the charge escapes from the trap

exp [

~! (N

+ 1/2)/kT ]

m:

(6)

If the band is not engaged into the transition process, the
statistical sum is determined by the formula for a onedimensional (g

n = 1) oscillator with a limited number of

levels (n = 0 : : : N ):

Sosc

N ~!
kT

into the band state, into the equivalent neighboring

equation describing the linear TL kinetics:

dm
dt

AN m exp

=



is the probability of the transition from the

where

N -th

dm
dt

crystalline

AN mN ;

=

Thus, Eq. (6) becomes

=

N
X
n=0


exp

~! (n + 1/2)
kT



 exp



with a luminescence center located at any place. The
last scenario is realized in all compounds that were
investigated by us earlier; it is also valid for the TL peak
at 141 K in LiF caused by the destruction of

Vk -centers.

The traps which produce a continuous distribution

of fractional energies within an interval from 0.404



~!
:
2kT

into the band, which is followed by its recombination

(n
(7)

=

2:5) to 0.322 eV (n

=

2) were shown in

work [9] to be responsible for the TL peak at 141 K
in LiF. According to the analysis carried out above,
this anomalous dependence (from a greater to smaller

In the final expression, all other terms are excluded

energy) can be explained by a gradual transition from

as insignificant. For example, for

the band mechanism of recombination at the initial

T

= 141 K, we obtain exp (

~! = 0:162 eV and
~!=kT ) = 2  10 6  1.
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final stages of the fractional glowing, the jump-like

nonequilibrium ionic component to it. Both the electron

tunneling coming into action owing to the destruction

and hole models do not provide mechanisms for the

of the polaron band as the temperature grows [18].

healing of radiation-induced defects in the course of
TL, because the final result, in those cases, is the

4.2. The Nature of Traps Which Are Active in
TL

formation of haloid vacancies and the corresponding
number of interstitial anions. So, the adequate model
of TL should provide the mechanism for the healing of

The issue concerning the nature of charges (electrons

haloid vacancies by interstitial anions.
The

or holes) which escape in the course of TL in LiF and

model of

TL in

AHCs

which

satisfies this

other AHCs remains disputable till now. An attempt

requirement was proposed in works [2527]. It was

to substantiate the hole origin of traps was made in

supposed that, in the course of TL, haloid interstitials

works [1922]; the basis for the substantiation was the

(

circumstance that the TL emission spectra of all traps

their radiative recombination with

contain an emission band at 400 nm which is connected

The

with the recombination of holes with

F

H

-centers) escape from some defects, and, afterwards,
conclusion

concerning

the

F

ionic

-centers occurs.
nature

of

the

-centers. It is

TL mechanism in AHCs is confirmed by our results.

important that this band is available in the emission

Really, the existence of an oscillator-like regularity in

spectrum of the TL peak at 141 K induced by the

the trap energy dependences in LiF and NaCl with

thermal destruction of

Vk -centers

[23]. Moreover, the

local vibrational frequencies means that every filled trap

study of the X-ray-induced spectra of optical absorption

must include a comparatively isolated ionic component

in Li:Mg shows that the concentration of

which is connected to the frequency of either 1304 cm

F

-centers

undergoes a step-like decrease, and the absorption bands

(0.162 eV) in LiF or 904 cm

of the Mg

The

2+ cation

vacancy complexes in the range

H

1

1

(0.112 eV) in NaCl.

-center can be such a component. The interstitial

310380 nm disappear one after one as the annealing

haloid atom and the neighbor nodal anion together

temperature of a specimen rises [17, 24]. As was found

compose a complex which can be regarded as a molecular

in work [25], the positions of the maxima of TL peaks

ion X

coincide with those of the maxima in the derivative

has two-center localization, by forming, together with a

dnF =dT ,

where

nF

is the concentration of

F

-centers.

2

centered at a haloid point. The relaxed hole also

neighbor anion, a molecular complex X

2 , with a distance

TL in other AHCs  NaCl [26] and KCl [27]  runs

between its components being 28% shorter in LiF [29]

according to the same scenario. The principal reason

than that between neighboring anions in an undistorted

which forced other researchers to develop the electron

lattice. The shortage of the site-site distance may be

model of TL in LiF turned out to be the absence of

interpreted as a reason for the appearance of the local

the hole peak at 141 K in the spectra of photo-induced

vibration frequency, owing to the increase of the force

thermoluminescence (PITL) [10, 13, 1921, 23, 24, 28].

constant. However, the

Nevertheless, the convincing arguments concerning the

so that it does not satisfy the condition stated above.

failure of this model were presented in work [25].

Vk -center

The fact that the energy

is not an ionic defect,

~!TL

can be ascribed to

In LiF, as well as in other AHCs, the ionic processes

vibrations just in the anion subsystem is confirmed by a

play an important role in thermal, optical, electric, and

correlation between the frequency ratio of vibrational

other phenomena. After the LiF specimen having been

quanta in LiF and NaCl (

irradiated, the intense band of

the ratio between the square roots of Cl and F atomic

F

-absorption appears at

p

~!LiF =~!NaCl

mCl =mF

= 1:44) and

= 1:37). Some discrepancy of these

250 nm. Another intense band at 113 nm is connected

masses (

with anions excited by neighbor haloid vacancies. The

values is even mandatory, because the force constants of

existence of these bands means that the relevant number

those crystals must be somewhat different. In addition,

of interstitial atoms and haloid ions stabilized by some

our studies of the trap energy spectrum in KCl [30],

defects are available simultaneously. After the recording

which are still in progress, indicate that the oscillator-

of the TL curve having been completed, the induced

like regularity (1) is valid for these crystals, as well

haloid vacancies and the

as in the case of NaCl, with the vibrational quantum

F

-centers disappear, which is

~!KCl



0:12 eV. The proximity of this value

evidenced for by both the absence of the corresponding

energy

absorption bands and the reproducibility of TL curves.

to the quantum energy in NaCl does not contradict

In this connection, it becomes obvious that an adequate

a conclusion concerning the anionic nature of traps in

model of TL in LiF and other AHCs can be constructed

AHCs. This conclusion is also confirmed by the fact

only if one takes into account the contribution of the

that the values of the frequency

1130
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energy

E

= 0:16 eV needed for the anion interstitials to

migrate in LiF [31] coincide.

F

with

-centers and reduces their concentration, which

provokes us to draw conclusion about their ionization
by

F

-light. Indeed, the study of the PITL excitation

4.3. Recombination Model of TL

function and the temperature decay of the absorption

Thus, the analysis shows that at least some of TL peaks

crucial role in exciting PITL, and the photoassisted

F

F

-band [28] showed that

-centers do not play the

(except for the peak at 141 K) possess the ionic nature,

transfer of charges into shallow traps proceeds from

i.e. they are induced by the thermal escape of

-centers

a defect which is responsible for the absorption band

from defects. Let us consider possible channels of their

with the maximum at 225 nm, the long-wave wing of

recombination. An

this band being imposed on the

H

H

-center thermally escaped from the

trap can recombine in two ways: with an

F

-center and

into the absorption

F

F

-band. Since exciting

-band is not accompanied with the

with an anion vacancy. In the first case, there appears

generation of free holes, this explains the absence of the

a nodal atom of haloid at the position of the

141-K peak at PITL.

F

-center.

Such a model has been proposed earlier to explain TL in
AHCs [2527]. The energy of the

HF

recombination

was supposed to be transformed into the energy of
the radiative electron transition. Here, however, one is
faced with the problem to substantiate the efficiency of
transformation of the energy of ion vibrations into the
electron one theoretically. Calculations show [32] that
the radiative efficiency of the

FH

recombination is

extremely low. In addition, this recombination has to
differ spectrally from that of a hole with an
We
into

suggest

account

to

extend

this

that,

besides

the

model

F

-center.

by

taking

radiationless

FH
H

recombination, there must be a recombination of

-

centers on anion vacancies according to the reaction

0
+
ia + Va ! X + e :
0
Here, ia is the haloid
vacancy, and X

va

the anion

the nodal anion. The reaction yield

consists of the hole and the nodal anion. The hole
recombines radiatively with an
reaction

Va e

+e

where

F

-center according to the

is the

F

-centers participate in both the radiationless
and

the

radiative

two-stage

recombination
disappearance

channels
of

TL

allows
peaks,

the

monotonous

starting

from

low-

temperature ones, with increase in the irradiation dose
to be explained, which has not found a satisfactory
explanation within the framework of existing models
[14, 25]. In addition, a decrease of the intensity of
stationary luminescence with the dose was observed [13].
This fact testifies to that the reduction of the TL
intensity is brought about by the reduction of the
radiative efficiency rather than the trap concentration.
is

important

that

the

positive

charge

of

anion

vacancies predetermines their effective recombination
with anion interstitials, the latter possessing the highest
mobility among other intrinsic defects. As a result, the
concentration of anion vacancies proves to be negligible
in comparison with that of

F

-centers and saturates

quickly as the dose increases, whereas the concentration
of

F

-centers grows linearly with the dose. The higher

the irradiation dose, the smaller the ratio between

+ ! Va + hlum;

Va e

F

recombination

recombination (10), (11). The existence of competing

It

(10)
interstitial atom,

Thus,

HF

(11)

the anion vacancy and the

F

-center concentrations,

and the lower the radiative efficiency. At substantial

-center. Those two consecutive

doses, practically all

reactions result in a quantum of light which corresponds

shallow

to a band of 400 nm and the healing of one

with

F

-center.

F

traps

H

-centers thermally escaped from

recombine

in

a

radiationless

manner

-centers. Therefore, the first TL peak  or,

The concentration of anion vacancies does not change

may be, several low-temperature ones  is absent. As

at that.

the specimen is heated up further, the concentration

The
allows

account
one

to

of

the

explain

recombination
the

identity

of

on

vacancies

the

emission

spectrum compositions of the hole peak at 141 K and

H

-

of

F

-centers decreases, whereas the concentration of

anion vacancies remains constant. The probability of
radiative transitions grows, and the intensities of the

peaks. Concerning the PITL, photoillumination of the

next

specimen which has been irradiated preliminary by a

registration. At low doses, the concentration of

radiation dose, with light in the range of the

-band

centers is still insignificant, whereas the concentration of

= 80 K, liberates haloid interstitial atoms

anion vacancies is close to that in the saturation state.

-centers, not ionizing them. Some fraction

It enables the low-temperature TL peaks to be recorded

(250 nm) at
and excites
of

H

T

F

-centers liberated by the

F

F

-illumination recombines
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TL

peaks

become

sufficient

for

their

reliable

F

-

as well.
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5.

Conclusions

Lithium fluoride has extended the list of crystalline
materials which manifest the oscillator-like regularity in
their energy spectrum of traps. However, the difference
is that the majority of energies in LiF turned out to

2.

Blinnikov G.P., Golonzhka V.N., Gumenjuk A.F.

3.

Gorban I.S., Gumenjuk A.F., Degoda V.Ya., Kutovoi S.Yu.

4.

~!LiF =

5.

sum for oscillator states, a conclusion has been made that

6.

be multiples of the vibrational quantum energy

0:162 eV. On the basis of the estimation of the statistical
TL in LiF takes place through the charge tunneling from
the excited vibrational states of traps into the states
of luminescence centers, without a transition into the
band state. In this case, the activation energy of a trap
turns out to be a multiple of the vibrational quantum
energy. If the transport of the charge to a recombination
center occurs through the band, the activation energy
corresponds to the half-integer number of vibrational
quanta. Such a mechanism is realized when the

Vk -

centers are being destroyed; it is also in action in the
crystals investigated by us earlier [18].

In the materials investigated earlier, the energies
of vibrational quanta coincided with the energies of
separate lines in their Raman spectra, whereas these
energies in LiF and NaCl correspond to local vibrational
modes. Basing on the correlation between the values of

~!

and the anion mass in LiF, NaCl, and KCl, these

frequencies can be attributed to a local vibration mode

H

of the haloid molecule (

-center).

The proposed supplement to the ionic model of TL in
AHCs [2527] allows one to explain the existence of the
400-nm band of the emission inherent to all TL peaks,
as well as the phenomenon of the gradual decay of lowtemperature TL peaks with increase in the irradiation
dose.
The main conclusion of the work is that the existence
of an oscillator-like regularity in the energy spectrum
is caused by the polaron effect. We may guess that
this regularity is not a unique feature of the materials
investigated by us, but is a universal property of all
wide-gap crystals with the mainly ionic type of coupling.
In any case, until now, we have not found a material,
where this regularity was not observed. In order to
establish the fact of the existence of this regularity,
precision measurements are needed. In our opinion, only
the method of fractional TL can provide the required
accuracy, owing to an opportunity to obtain a significant
body of data of the same type and to perform their
profound mathematical treatment.
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ìåõàíiçì
iñíóâàííÿ öi¹¨ çàêîíîìiðíîñòi. Íà îñíîâi îöiíêè ñòàòèTranslated from Ukrainian by O.I. Voitenko ñòè÷íî¨ ñóìè
äëÿ îñöèëÿòîðíèõ ñòàíiâ çðîáëåíî âèñíîâîê, ùî
â LiF ïðîöåñ ÒË âiäáóâà¹òüñÿ øëÿõîì òóíåëþâàííÿ çàðÿäiâ
iç çáóäæåíèõ êîëèâàëüíèõ ñòàíiâ ÖÏ ó çáóäæåíi ñòàíè öåíòðiâ
ÄÎÑËIÄÆÅÍÍß ÒÅÐÌÎËÞÌIÍÅÑÖÅÍÖI
ëþìiíåñöåíöi¨. Â öüîìó âèïàäêó åíåðãiÿ àêòèâàöi¨ ïàñòîê êðàòÍÅËÅÃÎÂÀÍÈÕ ÊÐÈÑÒÀËIÂ LiF.
íà öiëîìó ÷èñëó êîëèâàëüíèõ êâàíòiâ. ßêùî æ ïðîöåñ äîñòàâ2. ÎÑÖÈËßÒÎÐÍÀ ÇÀÊÎÍÎÌIÐÍIÑÒÜ
êè çàðÿäó äî öåíòðà ðåêîìáiíàöi¨ âiäáóâà¹òüñÿ ÷åðåç çîííèé
Â ÅÍÅÐÃIßÕ ÏÀÑÒÎÊ
ìåõàíiçì, òî åíåðãiÿ àêòèâàöi¨ îïèñó¹òüñÿ ôîðìóëîþ îñöèëÿòîðà ç ïiâöiëèìè n (n+1/2). Òàêèé âèïàäîê ðåàëiçó¹òüñÿ ïðè
ðóéíóâàííi Vk -öåíòðiâ ó LiF, à òàêîæ ó âñiõ äîñëiäæåíèõ íàìè
ðàíiøå êðèñòàëàõ. Íà ïðîòèâàãó ðàíiøå äîñëiäæåíèì êðèñòàÐåçþìå
ëàì iç ñêëàäíîþ ðàòêîþ, â ñïåêòði ÊÐÑ LiF íå çíàéäåíî âiäÌåòîäîì òåðìîëþìiíåñöåíöi¨ (ÒË) äîñëiäæåíî åíåðãåòè÷íèé ïîâiäíî¨ ëiíi¨, ÿê i â iíøèõ ëóæíî-ãàëî¨äíèõ êðèñòàëàõ  NaCl,
ñïåêòð öåíòðiâ ïðèëèïàííÿ (ÖÏ) â ñïåöiàëüíî íå ëåãîâàíèõ KCl. Âèõîäÿ÷è ç íàÿâíîñòi êîðåëÿöi¨ ìiæ çíà÷åííÿìè ~!TË â
êðèñòàëàõ LiF. Ïàðàìåòðè ïàñòîê, ÿêi âiäïîâiäàþòü çà íèçü- LiF, NaCl, KCl òà ìàñàìè àíiîíiâ, ïðèïóñêà¹òüñÿ, ùî öÿ ÷àêîòåìïåðàòóðíèé iíòåíñèâíèé ìàêñèìóì ÒË 141K, äîñëiäæåíî ñòîòà âiäïîâiäà¹ ëîêàëüíié êîëèâàëüíié ìîäi ìîëåêóëè ãàëî¨äó
â ïåðøié ÷àñòèíi ðîáîòè. Â öié ÷àñòèíi ìåòîäîì ôðàêöiéíîãî X2 .
 1981.  14.  P. 2909.
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